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Abstract

Recently proposed Image-based virtual try-on (VTON)
approaches have several challenges regarding diverse hu-
man poses and cloth styles. First, clothing warping
networks often generate highly distorted and misaligned
warped clothes, due to the erroneous clothing-agnostic
human representations, mismatches in input images for
clothing-human matching, and improper regularization
transform parameters. Second, blending networks can fail
to retain the remaining clothes due to the wrong human
representation and improper training loss for composition-
mask generation. We propose CP-VTON+ (Clothing shape
and texture Preserving VTON) to overcome these issues,
which significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-
ods, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

1. Introduction

Due to the difficulty and high costs in 3D model based
approaches, 2D image-based VTON technologies are get-
ting popular nowadays. Among different system settings in
the previous works, one with a try-on clothing and a tar-
get human image has been considered practical in many
works [1, 4]. Commonly processing pipeline for this setting
has two stages: First, the try-on clothing is warped to align
with the target human (called Geometric Matching Module
(GMM)), and then warped clothing is blended with the tar-
get human image (called Try-On Module (TOM). We also
use this setting.

Previous works demonstrated the feasibility of image-
based VTON technologies. However, as Figure 1 shows,
they work fairly well for the cases of mono-colored short-
sleeved clothes and up-front poses, but not for the cases
with a rich-textured or long-sleeved clothing, or a diversely
posed human. We reveal the origins of problems and
re-design the pipeline by refining better input representa-

tions and using improved training cost functions. First, we
correct the erroneous cloth-agnostic human representation:
wrong labeling of the chest area in human parsing maps,
and omission of clothing from reserved areas in the human
representation. Second, we observe the problems in cloth-
ing warping networks: the unbalanced geometric match-
ing inputs and training loss function. Finally, we improve
the composition mask using the input clothing mask and a
concrete loss function. Our proposed system, named CP-
VTON+ after the baseline CP-VTON[4], outperforms CP-
VTON by large margins, in both perceptible and subjective
evaluations.

2. Related Works
VITON [1] first proposed the system setting and dataset

of an in-shop cloth and a target human image. VITON also
first used the two stage architecture (a warping and a blend-
ing module) and CP-VTON [4] refined VITON for improv-
ing the clothing texture transfer, where the clothing area is
blended with the warped cloth generated from the original
cloth image, not reconstructing through a decoder network.
We include [1, 4] in our comparisons, since their implemen-
tations are publicly available.

3. CP-VTON+
3.1. Overview

Our new VTON pipeline is designed based on the
pipeline structure of CP-VTON [4], hence named CP-
VTON+. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture.

3.1.1 Clothing Warping Stage

The improvement of the GMM stage is in three aspects.
First, it is crucial to obtain the complete target body silhou-
ette area from the target human image However, in VITON
dataset, the neck and bare chest area is wrongly labeled as
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Figure 1. Qualitative evaluation of image-based VTONs (new clothing try-on): left to right, input pairs, VITON results, CP-VTON results,
CP-VTON+ (ours) results). We present examples of different type of clothes here: from sleeveless to short, half and long sleeve, with
different human body shapes/poses. Our method correctly preserves original clothing shapes, textures, and target human reserved regions.

background and the body shape is often distorted by hair
occlusion. We correct this as follows: A new label ‘skin’ is
added to the label set, and then the label of corresponding
area is restored from the wrong label, ‘background’, con-
sidering the original human image and joint locations. The
skin-labeled area is now included in the silhouette in the hu-
man representation. To recover the hair occlusion over the
body, first the hair occlusion areas are identified as the in-
tersection of the convex contour of the upper clothing and
the hair-labeled area, and the intersections are re-labeled as
upper cloth.

Second, the CP-VTON GMM network is built on CNN
geometric matching [2]. Whereas the CNN geometric
matching uses a pair of color images, CP-VTON GMM
inputs are binary mask information, silhouette, and joint
heatmap and the colored try-on clothing. Since the colored
texture from try-on clothing does not help in the matching
process, our GMM uses a cloth mask MCi

instead of col-
ored Ci, i.e.,

θ = fθ(fH(Ht), fC(MCi)) (1)

Finally, the experiments with existing methods reveal
that warped clothing is often severely distorted. We could
not explain the origin clearly but can conclude that the TPS
parameters estimation needs the regularization, taking into
account the restriction of clothing textures. Our grid warp-
ing regularization is defined on the grid deformation and
not directly on the TPS parameters for easy visualization
and understanding, not to have too much different warping

from the before and next grid-gap in equation 3.

LCP−V TON+
GMM = λ1 ·L1(Cwarped, ICt) + λreg ·Lreg (2)

Lreg(Gx, Gy) =
∑

i=−1,1

∑
x

∑
y

|Gx(x+ i, y)−Gx(x, y)|∑
j=−1,1

∑
x

∑
y

|Gx(x, y + j)−Gx(x, y)|

(3)

3.1.2 Blending Stage

Improvements to the TOM stage are three fold. Firstly, in
order to retain the other human components other than the
target clothing area, all the other areas, e.g., face, hair, lower
clothes and legs are added to the human representation in-
put of TOM. Secondly, in the mask loss term in the TOM
loss function, we replace the Composition Mask with the
supervised ground truth mask for a strong alpha mask.

LCP−V TON+
TOM = λ1||I0 − IGT ||1 + λV GGLV GG

+λmask||MGT −Mo||1
(4)

Finally, we added the binary mask of warped clothing to
the TOM network input, since TOM could not recognize
the white cloth area same as the in-shop cloth image back-
ground.
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Figure 2. Full pipeline of our proposed CP-VTON+.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Implementation Details

We extended CP-VTON implementation1 as derived
above. We made automatic refining for segmentation. For
training, we used similar setting as [4] for comparison, i.e.,
λ1 = λV GG = λmask = 1 and λreg = 0.5. We used VI-
TON clothing-human pair dataset for all experiments. We
trained both networks for 200K steps with batch size 4, with
the Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. The
learning rate was first fixed at 0.0001 for 100K steps and
then linearly decays to zero for the remaining steps.

4.2. Results and Comparison

Table 1 shows numerical comparison between baseline
CP-VTON [4] and different versions of our proposed CP-
VTON+. We use IoU, SSIM [5] and Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) metric [6] metrics for the
same clothing retry-on cases (when we have ground truths)
for the warping stage and the blending stage, respectively.
Original target human image is used as the reference image
for SSIM and LPIPS (lower score means better), and the
parsed segmentation area for the current upper clothing is
used as the IoU reference. For different clothing try-on (no
ground truth available), we used Inception Score (IS) [3].

1https://github.com/sergeywong/cp-vton

Our proposed CP-VTON+ outperforms CP-VTON on all
measures.

We present visual comparison among VITON [1] and
CP-VTON [4] (Please refer to Figure 1). Subjective evalu-
ation shows significant visual improvements: 1) the warped
clothes do not have severe distortion, 2) the lower clothes
are retained, 3) the new clothing collar shape is not affected
by the current clothing’s collar shape, and 4) clothing tex-
tures such as logos and patterns are clearer.

4.3. Ablation Study

In figure 3, we highlight the impacts of the identified
problems and improvements of the proposed method step-
by-step through the ablation study of CP-VTON+. First
and second columns are target humans and try-on clothes,
respectively. Third column has the CP-VTON [4] results.
Fourth column is when unchanged clothes and body parts
are added to the reserved region inputs of TOM, retaining
the original pants texture. Fifth column is when the mask
loss function of TOM is updated with the target clothing
area, making the texture and color of clothing sharp and
vivid. Finally, sixth/last column is when the body masks
are updated, where the skin areas wrongly labeled as back-
ground and hair is removed from the reserved region in-
put of GMM, having GMM with a better clothing-and-hair-
agnostic human representation.
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Method Warped Blended
(IoU) SSIM LPIPS IS (mean ± std.)

CP-VTON[4] 0.7898 0.7798 0.1397 2.7809 ± 0.0594
CP-VTON+ (w/o GMM

regularization & mask loss) 0.7602 0.8076 0.1263 3.0735 ± 0.0531
CP-VTON+ (w/o GMM

mask loss) 0.7920 0.8077 0.1231 3.1312 ± 0.0837
CP-VTON+ (Ours) 0.8425 0.8163 0.1144 3.1048 ± 0.1068

Table 1. Quantitative comparison results between the state-of-the-art CP-VTON [4] and our proposed CP-VTON+. All evaluation metrics
are measured on the testing dataset from Han et al. [1], where input pairs are same-clothing for IoU SSIM [5] & LPIPS [6], and different-
clothed for IS [3].

Figure 3. Ablation study of CP-VTON+. From left to right col-
umn: target humans, try-on clothes, CP-VTON, with corrected hu-
man representation in TOM, warped clothing mask and mask loss
function updated, and CP-VTON+ (with corrected human repre-
sentation in GMM)

4.4. Discussions

Although CP-VTON+ improves the quality, it does not
always produce successful results for long sleeved, compli-
cated shaped, or textured clothing, and target humans with
complex postures. Figure 4 shows two typical failure cases
due to the clothing warping, where arms cover the body
area, warped clothing does not match the human body, and
TOM fails in hiding the warping error. Any 2D transform
including the non-rigid TPS algorithm can not handle the
strong 3D deformations of clothing. Also, 3D poses induce
self-occlusions. TOM network should recognize the cloth-
ing area and skin areas, like naked arms. Sometimes, even
for simple poses, warped clothing shows unrealistic results.
Additionally, better human parsing is crucial for better try-
on results.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a refined image-based VTON system, CP-
VTON+, solving issues in previous approaches: errors in

input clothing target human warped try-on

Figure 4. Failures of our CP-VTON+

human representation and dataset, network design and, and
loose cost function. Even though CP-VTON+ improves the
performance, we find that 2D image-based approach has in-
herent limitations for covering diversely posed target human
cases. Therefore, the application would be limited in sim-
ple clothing and standard posed target humans. For more
diverse cases, 3D reconstruction would be more suitable.
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